
SEEHOWTHIS FARMERSHAVEMADE IT POSSIBLE TO
INCREASE THEIR PRODUCTIONANDALSO
SUCCESSED INOTHERBUSINESSES

“FROMASMALL-SCALE FARMER
TOOWNINGOTHERBUSINESSES”

Abdon Zogobwa a small-scale farmer and a
member of Tukalehamwe Group of Vitonga
Village which is under the Farmer and

pastoralist collaboration (FPC) project and
implemented by Sustainable Agriculture Tanzania
(SAT). Abdon as most of the other small-scale
farmers in rural areas face a problem of low
productivity due to poor farming methods thus most
of them cannot scale and improve their livelihoods.

At SAT, we are farmer cantered and our biggest
mission is to ensure most farmers practices
agroecological practices to increase their
productivity and improve their livelihoods. Therefore,
with the FPC project on place, now farmers have a
chance to learn efficient and organic farming
methods to increase the level of production through
farmer group trainings.

Farmers Pastoralist collaboration Project is implement by SAT and funded by Biovision

Mr. Abdon tells us he started farming with like two
acres producing vegetables, maize, pulses, and
tomatoes. He explains that previously he used to
produce small number of agricultural products in a
very large areas like he planted maize in a one and
quarter acre farm but produced less than 1,000
corns of maize and half an acre of tomatoes which
was not successful at all. Also, the problem with pest
and disease made it even more hard to attain annual
goals by destroying their crops before even reaching
harvest period.

He later Joined the farmer group called
Tukalehamwe which means “let us get together”
in late March 2020, because of the poor results
experienced in agriculture. Therefore, after
receiving the training from SAT, where they
learned good agricultural practices like plant
spacing, different kinds of organic manures,
organic pesticides and other pest and disease
control mechanisms. He immediately started
adopting the technologies trained and started
realized some changes.

Last year itself he produced more than 15,000
maize in an acre and he sold more than 2,000.

“The training I got from the FPC Project changed
the ways I prepares my field like plant spacing,

the use of organic pesticides before plants reach
maturity or being attached and intercropping

which eventually increased crop yield”

He is currently preparing farms for this season
and he sees a bright future under the mentorship
through FPC Project.

Mr. Abdon a father and a farmer has even
ambitious goals of expanding the production area
by having more acres of land and using more
agroecological practices as trained by SAT. “I can
see this will boost my production and productivity
further and finally own more business and have a
better life” Concluded by Mr. Abdon Zogombwa.


